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How to produce a net shape  
Thermoplastic Composite part in  
one minute with the QSP®
Seminar GISTDA – Cetim March 2019 - Bangkok 
6  Design optimized, the right
material at the right place :
✓ Multi-thickness parts
✓ Multi-orientation parts
✓ Multi-material parts
 Netshape final parts for more  
added value :
✓ Global integration from raw material to
final parts
✓ Low material scraps
✓ Assembly & functions integration
 Production performance :
✓ Full automated process from
preform  assembly to netshape
part
✓ Short cycle time (40 to 90sec)
✓ Competitive cost
Quilted Stratum Process®  (QSP®) : General possibilities
Example of QSP multi-thickness  part :
General possibilities of the QSP®
THERMOFORMING & 
OVERMOULDING
To add a maximum value 
intra-mold
& get a netshape part
RAW MATERIALS
Fibers & Thermoplastic
HIGH SPEED CUTTING
To cut all patches needed for 
the multi-thickness preform
TP PULTRUSION
To create semi-products 
with a low cost and high 
speed of production FAST HEATING
Combining conduction & High-Speed 
IR ovens for multi-thickness preforms
PREFORM ASSEMBLY
To make an automated assembly of a 
multilayer “netshape” preform < 1min
HIGH SPEED TRANSFER
< 5sec
Any other organo
sheets or tapes
9  From raw material to low cost semi-products :
✓ High Fluidity thermoplastics matrix: PA, PPS…
✓ Fibers : Glass, Carbon, UD, fabrics…
 Catalogue of tapes for the  
best cost-efficiency :
✓ Width up to 250mm
✓ Thickness from 0,5 mm to 5mm
Pultrusion thermoplastic
 Flexible technology :
✓ 2D straight or curve cutting
✓ Thickness from 0,15 to 5mm
✓ Sheet maxi 1300 x 950mm
✓ Rolls up to 315mm width
 High-speed technology :
✓ Cutting speed up to 500mm/sec
✓ Example for a UD Glass fiber - PA6 :
▪ 1,5mm thickness cut in one way
▪ Speed = 400mm/sec
 Cutting quality :
✓ Clean technology
▪ no dust, no water…
 Cost :
✓ 0,01 to 0,05 € / 100mm cut
Cutting machine
12  Production performance:
✓ From cut patchs to final preform
✓ Full automated cell in line with press
✓ Short cycle time < 60sec
 Flexibility of the machine :
✓ Size 1300 x 950mm
✓ 8 layers & 4 patches / layer
 Example on QSP multi-
thickness part:
✓ 8 layers / 13 patchs
✓ Thickness from 2,5mm to3,5mm
✓ Multi material preform
✓ Multi-orientation preform
✓ Preform assembly < 60sec
Preform assembly machine
Example of QSP  
multi-thickness part :
13  Production performance :
✓ Robust technology combination
✓ Heating technology with patented  
specifications
✓ Short cycle time to heat multi-
thickness preforms
▪ Example on QSP part = 50sec
▪ Allows cycle time close to 60sec
 Quality / preforms heated :
✓ Reduction of oxidation on PA
✓ Humidity PA after heating process
< 0,2% (mass) :
▪ Even if saturation before
Heating process
QSP multi-thickness  
part after  
conductionoven
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 Capacity of the press :
✓ 500T vertical press
✓ Krauss Maffei injectionunit
✓ Roctool generator 200kW
 Tooling expertise
✓ Ex: Preform removal system / mold
✓ Partner :
Forming netshape
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QSP®
Ready for direct assembly
In mold process insert assembly
Multimaterial system to take advantage of each material at each place…
18 Creation of holes “one-shot” during the forming process
Assembly & function integration in-mold
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drilling after forming one shot hole  
without compacting
one shot hole  
with compacting
✓ More added value with a minimum cost
✓ No waste of material, re-use for reinforcement
✓ A minimum damage on fibers to increase mechanical performances
Values of tensile strength (compared to complete part without hole) :
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 After molding technology to integrate metal insert in composite 
part:  Hole creation intra-mold + BOLLHOFF RIVKLE®  SFC setting
Assembly & function integration in-mold
✓ Insertion of RIVKLE® SFC
Smart For Composite - BOLLHOFF
✓ Suppression of radial stresses
Axial stresses only
✓ Stresses uniformly distributed on a ring
✓ Provides a greater hole tolerance
21  Pull-through results :
Assembly & function integration in-mold
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QSD®
Quilted Stratum Design
for
Part Design & Process Industrialization
How to optimize weight reduction part  
on composite part / FEA simulation?
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QSD® “Optim”: Bi-level optimization
stategy for multi-thickness lay up
Best material
= Isotropic
Best material
= orthotropic
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Bending Stiffness
Membrane Stiffness
Level 2. Mesoscopic optimization  
with Stacking Sequence Table  
Practical design: laminates plybook
• MATLAB routine to evaluate the best  
Stacking Sequence Table
• Evaluation to choose according process  
recommandation
• Then Verification by FEA (Abaqus, Altair®  
OptiStruct® , …)
Level 1. Macroscopic  
optimization with homogenized  
material
Research of optimal thickness  
distribution & stiffness distribution:
- using the method of feasible  
directions implemented in Altair®  
OptiStruct® (FEA).
- MATLAB program for automatic
data implementation of Lamination
Parameters
in partnershipwith
Objective = Min (weight)
An optimization with algorithms to choose the best shape and build the best plybook
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FORMING SIMULATION
Design thanks to the process freedom
“QSD forming” : process simulation
 Development of optimization  
algorithm to chose shape, thickness  
and orientation of each plies:
✓ Very wide field of possibility for unusual  
optimal configuration
✓ Know-how rules to propose feasible
design
 Forming simulation to find “no  
scrap” ply shapes:
✓ Check forming feasibility
✓ Obtain real fiber orientation for FEA  
calculation
Faurecia / Cetim – JEC Conf 2016,03
Hole witout precutting on preform
QSP part example :
Application of one-shot holes inmold on seat structure part (DEMOS)
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DEMOS project : Faurecia (leader), CETIM, ECM,  
Mines Paristech, Lisi,, IFP, funded by ADEME  
(french government)
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 Development in partnership
with Automotive Tier 1 supplier
 Compliance with
specification
✓ Small crash – no damage
✓ Medium crash – energy absorption
✓ Pole crash – no failure
 Design to cost
✓ Shape define by following natural  
tape forming
✓ Multimaterial design
✓ Straight cut of plies to avoid scrap
✓ Target mass reduction 30% / steel
QSP part example:
A bumper beam closed to 0% of material scrap
Design : Use of Optimization Methodology
Optimization results : Thickness and anisotropy in each area
5mm thickness
with 95% of 0°
fiber
5.5 mm thickness
with 50% of 0°
fiber
QSD : manufacturing simulation
Use of « drape estimator » :
- Real fiber orientation in calculation
- Choice of ply shape to avoid
material scrap
Design : Forming Simulation
Use of Hyperform (Altair):
- Validation of process estimation with explicit Finite Element Analysis using fabrics
material and inter-ply contact behavior
- Precise patch shape definition and lay-up position
Multi-thickness / multi-orientation / multi-material solution
Multi-material front end bumper system
1,8kg composite + 0,5kg plastics 
+ 1,3 kg aluminium + 0,1kg rivets
= 3,7 kg total weight
→ 26% mass saving on the steel reference
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨
Welding of aluminium part
Riveting of the beam sandwiched
between aluminium parts 
Specification fulfill !
Test case Target
Damner crash 
16 km/h
Fmax < 65 kN → OK
Eabs > 4000 J → OK
No Body in white damage → OK
Front Pole test crash
25km/h
Finit > 20 kN → OK
No final failure before 200mm → calculation OK, test TBC
RCAR Bumper crash 
10,5km/h
Fmax < 65 kN → calculation OK, test TBC
Eabs = 3100 J →calculation OK, test TBC
Enfoncement maxi. = 70 mm → calculation OK, test TBC
ECE42 parking crash
4km/h
Flèche < 30mm → OK
No damage → OK
Towage
750daN (30°/40°)
No damage→ OK
Sufficient Stiffness → OK
From the preform to the part
Testing
« Parking » low velocity
ECE 42 crash test 
→ No damage
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Test simulation
Testing
Pole test 36km/h
→ No final breaking before 200mm 
of intrusion, thanks to a progressive 
failure
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Economical summary
Detailed cost analysis according to automotive standard have been made
Function integration needed to enhance the performance/cost ratio.
Step Price
Composite material (prepreg price 3€/kg) 5,7 €
Cutting 0,6 €
Plastic material (compound price 3€/kg) 1,2 €
QSP 3,4 €
Composite beam total 10,9 €
Aluminium parts 11,2 €
Final assembly 1,8 €
Total system cost 23,9€
Key Benefits of QSP Bumper beam
Multi-thickness/multi-orientation preform
- 20% of composite mass compared to a constant thickness design
Proven and efficient industrial process
300,000 part/year capacity demonstrated on CETIM pilot line
With 2 cavities on a 500T press
Freedom in material choice and 0% scrap design
Ability to mix pultrusion, fabric sheet, thin tape, and to integrate local carbon patches
Next step : Towards an integrated composite crashbox
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Design optimization
Multi-materials
 Multi-thickness shape = weight reduction
➢ Reduction of material use up to 25% compared to steel part
Process optimization
 Reduction of material waste from 40-50% to 0-15% = Cost effective
 A maximum added value on parts (one-shot solutions in-mold) = Cost effective
 In line process / automation = high volume production
➢ From 40s to 90s cycle time for a net shape part.
Conclusion : QSP® Benefits
Sherloc QSP®
High rate & low cost thermoplastic aircraft window frame
Fuselage skin
Window frame
Context
 SHERLOC QSP (sub project in SHERLOC project) 
 Objective: design and manufacture a demonstrator = fuselage skin+window frame to be tested
 Topic manager: Imperial College of London, Prof Ferri Aliabadi (m.h.aliabadi@imperial.ac.uk)
 Project coordinator: Cetim, Thomas Jollivet (thomas.Jolivet@cetim.fr)
 Partners and Activities:
 Design: ICL & Cetim, 
 Material Testing: Etim & Cetim
 Sizing: Cetim
 Tool Design: Compose & Cetim
 Tool manufacturing: Compose
 Manufacturing of demonstrator: Cetim & Airbus Technocentre
 Duration of Sherloc QSP project:  24 months
Design and sizing
 Sizing of window frame: 
 Global buckling window frame + Skin=> flange on WF
 Compression in the corners of the WF
 Sizing of the adhesive layer (bonding skin-WF)
 Manufacturing process for window frame
 8 patches
 Multi-thickness: 6 to 8 plies
 Multi orientation reinforcement
Reduction of the material quantity
 Manufacturing process for window frame
 Stacking sequence
[(0,90)/(0,90)]
[(0,90)/(±45)/(0,90)]
[(±45)2]
[(0,90)/(±45)/(0,90)]
Reduction of the material quantity
 Manufacturing process for window frame
 Stacking sequence
[(0,90)/(0,90)]
[(0,90)/(±45)/(0,90)]
[(±45)2]
[(0,90)/(±45)/(0,90)]
 Standard thermostamping: 65% waste
Reduction of the material quantity
 QSP® multipatch version : 37% waste  
 QSP® multipatch version : potentiel 
version (not tested yet) 32% waste
Manufacturing simulation
 Need to respect tolerance geometry ±0,5° (skin-WF assembly) 
SkinWindow frame
 Thermomechanical simulation 
 Experimental measurement of CLTE
 Experimental measurement of spring back on stamped corner
 Result : Corrected mold with 2,35° of spring-back 
 conform geometry of parts at the first manufacturing trial
 FEM simulation of thermomechanical cooling of window 
frame to anticipate spring back in tool design
Prediction of  fibres deviations 
Prediction of sliding between layers to define 
outline shape of patches
Manufacturing simulation
 Forming simulation
 TOOL: Radioss (Altair)
 Multilayer simulation
 Prediction of outline shape of patches
 Prediction of fibres deviations, wrinkles
Upper side of mould
Lower side of mould 
Multiply
CFRPT patches
Production
 Lay-up, heating, forming and consolidation: 100% automatized process
 Production cycle time less than 5 minutes 
 3 key points:
 Precision: cutting of patches, assembly of preform, drop of the melted preform in mold
 Homogeneous heating thanks to the two-steps oven
 Short transfer of the melted preform
Assemby of preform made 
of 8 patches
Preform transfer to ovens After heating, transfer to the mold Part in the mold
Netshape
 Netshape
 No overmolding 
(invest reduction: plasticizing unit, hot runner, mold modification)
 No machining of edges
Conclusion
 Compare to TP plate stamping : QSP® allows lay-up optimization
 Lighter part, local adaptation of thickness and fiber angle.
 Cheaper part thanks to material cost reduction (35% waste instead of 65% waste)
 Easy local reinforcement add-on, to conciliate standardization and flexibility.
 Compare to tape placement and thermoset : QSP® allows high rate manufacturing 
 Manufacturing cycle time around 5 minutes, allowing ~40 000 parts/year with one press 
(against 8000 parts/year for the RTM process)
 Automatic process allowing limited control requirement
 Cost reduction thanks to net-shape part without overmolding or machining
QSP ® thermoplastic windows frame is a competitive alternative 
to RTM thermoset and aluminum version
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QSP® in Video
http://www.cetim.fr/Media/Ressources-libres/Videos/Actualites/Quilted-Stratum-Process
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Composite Development Manager 
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